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Stability and Flux
by Michelle G rabner

VOTED 2014’s NUMBER one museum in the world by the 
website TripAdvisor, the Art Institute of Chicago, guarded by 
its two famous 19th-century bronze lions, provides the cultural 
ballast for all other art institutions in the city and its vicinity. 
(Warning: if you are bold enough to mount one, the beasts issue 
a recorded roar and a stern warning that the police will be called.) 
The AIC’s unassuming origin was as a free instruction studio 
founded in 1866 by a group of artists. The school and subsequent 
museum—much bolstered by the local robber barons of the 
day—incorporated as the Chicago Academy of Fine Art in 1879 
and changed its name to the Art Institute of Chicago in 1882. 
W hat began as a teaching collection of plaster casts is now an 
encyclopedic, ever-growing trove of world-class artworks.

The Art Institute fortifies cultural histories; it does not cre
ate them. But messy artistic R8cD does take place at the School 
of the Art Institute (SAIC), where students are encouraged to 
experiment and veteran curator Mary Jane Jacob, known for her 
community engagement, shepherds the exhibition program. It is 
a symbiotic relationship. While the SAIC engages in fieldwork, 
so to speak, the AIC cautiously (albeit tastefully) contextual
izes work within an authoritative historical narrative. This was 
evident in recent solo exhibitions by three women artists: Bridget 
Riley, Sarah Charlesworth and Lucy McKenzie.

Promoted by the museum as her first American solo exhibi
tion in 15 years, the Riley show consisted of just four optically 
kinetic paintings, a very slight offering that confuses exhibition

making with collection-building. The classic Op art works, 
installed in a modest gallery embedded in the Renzo Piano- 
designed Modern Wing, included the “sculpture” Continuum 
(1962/2005), a huge painting displayed as a freestanding spiral. 
One viewer at a time was allowed to walk through the piece, 
engaging in an immersive full-body experience.

Sarah Charlesworth’s “Stills” exhibition comprised 14 
large-scale photographic prints, the full version of a black- 
and-white series of the same name first excerpted in an East 
Village apartment show in 1980 by then-emerging dealer Tony 
Shafrazi. These striking Pictures Generation images, appropri
ated from news archives, capture figures falling or jumping 
from buildings—a traumatic subject that induces even greater 
emotional discomfort in a post 9/11 world.

Lucy McKenzie’s 16-work “focus” survey centered on her 
ambitious new trompe l’oeil paintings, along with personal 
archive material and a video produced in collaboration with 
veteran underground filmmaker Richard Kern. In the brochure, 
the Scottish-born McKenzie reflects on the nature of borrowed- 
image work: “Every quote is an acquisitive, colonizing act, so how 
can one appropriate without inherent exploitation?”

TH E  ART INSTITUTE is certainly a stabilizing force in 
Chicago’s art world; but it is a force that moves slowly—almost to 
the point of standing still. This would pose a problem if the city 
didn’t foster such a diverse and fast-moving gallery scene. Valerie
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Carberry Gallery, for example, is located on the 38th floor of 
the John Hancock Center on the Gold Coast, while Corbett vs. 
Dempsey hovers above the Dusty Groove record shop in Wicker 
Park. The former handles established artists and estates; the latter, 
boasting an active art-fair schedule, mixes up-and-coming art with 
performances by the city’s most talented jazz and blues musicians. 
Other commercial stalwarts include Rhona Hoffman Gallery, 
known for 40 years of rigorous engagement with the contemporary 
art world, dependably bringing to Chicago new works by artists 
like Richard Tuttle, Fred Sandback and, more recently, Spencer 
Finch. Since 2000, Kavi Guptas two Chicago locations (supple
mented by a bookstore) have done the same with art by Glenn 
Kaino, Ari Marcopoulos, James Krone and others.

A  30-foot-long video sculpture by Philip Vanderhyden, featur
ing 10 LCD screens zigzagging diagonally in-and-out from the 
wall, was a recent highlight in Chicago’s West Loop. The former 
industrial neighborhood, once the home to Oprah Winfrey’s Harpo 
Studios and soon slated to welcome Google’s Chicago office, is in 
the throes of intense gentrification. Installed in the Andrew Rafacz 
Gallery, Vanderhyden’s mesmerizing two-channel video loop, titled 
Volatility Smile (2014) after a price-graph configuration that occurs 
in the analysis of financial options, presents fluidly drifting images 
of sculptures interspersed with clips from luxury product commer
cials. Its endless stream of sleek computer graphics and advertising 
motifs hypnotically echoed the private development occurring 
just outside the gallery’s door. So did “Skymall,” a concurrent 
two-person exhibition in Rafacz’s project gallery. There, Jeff Gib
son’s Internet-mined images of donuts, shoes, knives and other 
stock consumables covered the walls, engulfing gallery visitors. 
This humorous ambivalence toward marketing was reinforced by 
Ethan Breckenridge’s shiny beach umbrella, an icon of escapism 
inelegantly wrapped in mirrored vinyl.

A  different kind of social commentary was found around the 
corner in “Effeminaries,” a six-person exhibition curated by young 
Chicago artist and critic M att Morris at Western Exhibitions.

Offering a smart gathering of work that explores gender codes, M or
ris declared in press materials: “Mincing, limp wristed, light in his 
loafers: the dominant culture finds ways to call out physical gestures 
performing transgressively gendered affectations.” Chris Edwards’s 
obsessive fabric collages replicating TV  characters’ necklines and 
Greg Ito’s reductive Caucasian-flesh-colored paintings, elegandy 
accentuated with real jewelry, epitomized Morris’s highly aestheti- 
cized political theme.

In West Wicker Park, Dan Gunn’s “Impromptu Airs” at 
Monique Meloche, his second exhibition at the gallery, further 
demonstrated his talent for reworking vernacular material and craft 
techniques into anomalous objects. His “fan” and “drapery” paintings 
on wood embrace formal indulgences while also employing simple 
geometric systems of abstract organization. They thus become potent 
emblems of the debate about contemporary abstraction and decora
tion. Tofan No. 2  (2014), an undulating horizontal piece comprised 
of dyed plywood parquetry, generated a formal dialogue with Kay 
Rosen’s LOL  (2014), a text painting from the gallery’s “on the wall” 
program, which commissions site-based works visible through large 
plate-glass windows to traffic along Division Street.

C O M P L E M E N T IN G  ITS commercial venues, Chicago has a 
handful o f small, not-for-profit spaces that give mettle to the city’s 
visual arts scene by providing artists with a platform that is neither 
DIY nor commercial. The 12-year-old Threewalls is perhaps the 
best known of these spaces, continuing in the tradition of Chi
cago’s influential Randolph Street Gallery, which helped shape 
the scene here in the 70s and ’80s. Threewalls is widely esteemed 
for its SOLO exhibition series and for helping to support another 
Chicago-based nonprofit, ACRE (Artists’Cooperative Residency 
and Exhibitions), which hosts ACRE TV, a livestreaming network 
programmed by artists Kera MacKenzie, Jesse Maimed, Andrew 
Mausert-Mooney, Nick Wylie and others.

Recent notable exhibitions hosted by alternative spaces include 
Roots and Culture’s “Golden Rut,” featuring abstract paintings by 
Alexander Herzog and Justin W itte, and Kuras &M acKenzie’s 
multimedium project at Sector 2337 “Everything Is Still Really 
Interesting,” shown in conjunction with the release of the duo’s new 
book, Diagram. (Duncan MacKenzie is also the mastermind and 
on-air personality for Chicago’s popular contemporary art podcast 
Bad at Sports.) The 104-page volume contains many of the duo’s 
schematic drawings, accompanied by an essay by mathematician 
M atthew Scott based on conversations with the pair.

Yet it is Chicago’s many artist-run project spaces, following in the 
footsteps of the legendary N.A.M.E. (1973-97), that showcase the 
most courageous work. I recall, several years ago, lamenting the short 
lifespan of these organizations to longtime Renaissance Society curator 
Hamza Walker. “But,” he replied, “that is their most interesting and 
defining characteristic.” Ever since then, I have valued these spaces’ elu
sive, odd and adventuresome qualities. Night Club, Julius Caesar, Adds 
Donna, Peregrineprogram, Lloyd Dobler, LVL3, Iceberg Projects, Free 
Range, The Bike Room, Domus, Fernway, The Franklin, and many 
more, current and past, are truer to Chicago’s enterprising spirit than 
the venerable, lion-defended institution on Michigan Avenue. O
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